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About Certent
PURPOSE
To make complex financial compliance and narrative
performance reporting processes easier

SOLUTIONS
• Disclosure Management
• Equity Compensation Management
• Professional and Administration Services

GROWTH AND MOMENTUM
• Founded in 2002, headquartered Bay Area, California
• 2,400 customers in EMEA, North America, and APAC
• 280 Employees, 4 Global Offices

DISCLOSURE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
• Ranked #1 in quality amongst software vendors
• Endorsed for completeness of solution

• Full range of service offerings

What market trends are we
seeing?

Building The Future Finance Function (EY CFO Survey)
“Technology is changing so
rapidly and arriving so fast,
there is a certain motivation to
be cautious and take a waitand-see approach. You might
think, ‘I’m going to be smart
and sit back a little bit and see
what happens before I make a
decision.’

“Success as a CFO will
depend on combining
the intelligence of
smart technologies
with the brains,
emotional intelligence
and interpersonal
skills of talented
people.”

The problem is that the change
is so significant and the new
capabilities so advantageous,
that if you take a wait-and-see
approach, you run the risk of
being put at a severe
competitive disadvantage.”

Executive Summary
The DNA of the CFO
(www.ey.com/dnaofthecfo)

Tony Klimas
EY Global Finance
Performance Improvement
Advisory Leader

What‘s the value of a Narrative Peformance Reporting
Platform?
Reporting Beyond Charts & Graphs
Decisions can no longer just be made based
on numbers alone
Executives and managers want detailed
analysis (narrative) to support the data
before making critical business decisions
Need to join financial, operational, and
statistical data with detailed qualitative
analysis in a fluid and dynamic
environment

* Linking Numbers and Narratives: Correlating Quantitative Reports with Qualitative Analysis

Many finance executives say that narrative portions of
financial reports consume a substantial amount of
their
staff and management time.

Minimal
13%

Minimal
11%

Moderate
49%

Substantial
41%

How much staff time is
required to collect,
consolidate, and prepare
the narrative portions of
your financial reports?

Moderate
56%

Substantial
31%

How much management
time is required to
analyze, approve, and
review the narrative
portions of your financial
reports?

What is Narrative Performance
Reporting?

Narrative Performance Reporting Defined
Narrative performance reports are reports that are
being created today within your organization.
Monthly management reports, board reports,
budget books, etc. are just some of the examples
of reports that fall into this category. Many of
these reports should contain both the numbers
and the story behind the numbers, but often do
not.
Let’s explore why…

Common Challenges
▪

“Our organization and leadership would love to have more narrative detail in our periodic reports
and presentations, but we simple to not have the time. The production of these reports are timeconsuming and involve a very manual process.”

▪

“The data that is required for these reports lives in multiple systems and spreadsheets. Collecting,
organizing, and then making sense of the data takes up a majority of our report cycle time.”

▪

“Trying to automate these reports will be very difficult as the format, reported numbers, charts
and graphs change every period.”

▪

“There are many people involved in contributing, reviewing, and approving these reports. With no
ability to work on the different sections of the reports simultaneously there are many bottlenecks
in our workflow and version control issues. This leaves little time to provide valuable commentary
on the data.”

Challenging the Current Narrative Performance Reporting

Methods
“Our company currently use Excel, Word and
PowerPoint for our internal reporting requirements…”
“Our company currently use a corporate performance
management solution for our internal reporting
requirements…”
“I know office and it provides all the data I require for
my internal reporting…”

The Current State

The Report Production Challenge
Data Inputs

Peer Analysis

Relational / DW

Consolidations

Excel Extraction
(Financial
Statements)

Reporting
Managers

Narrative
Performance
Reports

XBRL
Tagging

Report
Consumers

Process is typically:

Approvers

Budgeting
Forecasting
Planning

Other

Report
Consumers

• Manual (using MS Office)

Excel Working
Papers And
Schedules

Accounting
Standards

Printer

Contributors

Reviewers

• Time-consuming
• Error-prone
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Ever been on this call…?
No time for
analysis….we
constantly need to
update and validate
the data…

How did this
happen…again

Not surprised the data is
different…these reports
took a week to put
together

CxO: This is not the data that we have…
why is your data different? And where is
the analysis?

Narrative Performance Reporting at the Enterprise Level
Consolidated GAAP Financial
Statements and Footnotes
Executive Compensation
Asset Management
Operational & Risk Measures
Business Unit 1 Sales &
Revenue
Business Unit 2 Sales &
Revenue
Plan and Forecast Data

CEO/CFO Packages

Board Books

Monthly Management Reports

Regulatory & Statutory Reports Plan & Forecast Packages
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“What is the difference between what I do
today and the additional value can Certent
provide?”

Certent + Internal Solutions and Processes = Narrative
Performance Reporting
Traditional internal reporting solutions and developed
processes provide all the data your organization requires in a
structured reporting format.
It may also provide minor commentary around certain
balances.
More often than not, data and minor commentary are not
telling the full story behind the numbers.
This is where certent allows you to extend your internal
investment to create narrative performance reports in multiple
output formats.

Certent + Internal Solutions and Processes - Defined
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Net Sales eroded substantially from prior quarter against plan to $5.0 million, a period over
period decrease of $10 million. This was due to a Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) increase to
120 days versus 90 in 2016 Q4. The DSO increase was due to an unanticipated departure of
several associates in A/R Collections Department and an substantial increase in net-new
orders.
Global Initiative #45 is to decrease DSO to 75 days by Q4 2017. We are just starting to
implement #45 in April with the hiring of 15 new A/R Collections associates. Based on our
planned ramp-up schedule we anticipate getting to plan by Q3 2017, for both Cash balance
and Days-Sales-Outstanding.

The Certent CDM Solution

Our Solution
Structured Data
Sources

• Familiar Microsoft Office environment
Risk Management Single Version
& Internal Control Of The Truth

• Strong access controls and single sign-on
• Workflow controls expedite the production cycle
• Users can add their own side-bar commentary

MultiData Warehouse
Dimensional
/ Relational
OLAP Cubes / BI
Tables

Corporate
Governance

• Process task and check lists provide simple guidance
Cloud Reporting
Platform

• Audit trails let you see who did what and when
• Validation rules tie out one part of the document to

another part of the document (or a different document)

• Single version of the truth
ERP

Financial
Consolidation
Internal Report
Consumers

General
Ledgers

Source
Data Files

• Integrated version controls let you take report
snapshots at any time.

• CDM is available on premise or on the cloud
• Report sections can be shared between different
Peer Analysis /
Benchmarked
Content

Compliance
Checklists

documents delivering production synergy

Harmonization
Standardization
Collaboration
Attestation

Contributors
Reviewers
Approvers
Managers
Directors

• Documents can be rolled forward and cascaded
making production cycles more sustainable

Support Multiple Reporting Requirements
Narrative Performance Reports
• Finance and Accounting Operations
• Sustainability / CSR
• Management accounts
• Corporate business plans
• Budget books / decks
• Board books / decks
• Business Unit Performance
Internal Report
Consumers
• Project Management
• Treasury Reporting
• Line of business / central service function reports
- Departmental
- Inter-departmental

• Project Management
• Industry Specific Operational Reporting
• Profitability Analytics – Customer, Geography,
Channel

Client Experiences
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Narrative reporting use cases
- common characteristics:

High frequency / shorter cycles
High participation and collaboration
Business-owned and actionable

Current Client Use Cases…
Fortune 20 Electronic Equipment Company
• Collect and roll-up information from 200+
divisions across 7+ business units in a
controlled, trackable and workflow designed
process.
• Report on the rolled up and additional data for
7+ business units for internal reporting
purposes.

“It used to take 60+ hours went down to 8 hours,
and in a much more controlled, secured fashion.”

Large US Oil & Gas Company
• Internal Board Book and PowerPoint
presentation.
Large US Consumer Credit Rating Agency
• Internal Board Book
Large European Defence an Aerospace
Company
• High frequency project planning

Large European Bank
• Resolution planning
• Internal Management reporting with PowerPoint
presentation output.
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Revisiting the Common Challenges…

Addressing Common Narrative Performance Reporting Challenges
▪

“Our organization and leadership would love to have more narrative detail in our periodic reports and presentations, but
we simple to not have the time. The production of these reports are time-consuming and involve a very manual process.”
– Certent CDM automates many of the manual processes, reducing cycle times by as much as 50%,

which allows more time for insightful narrative contributions.
▪

The data that is required for these reports lives in multiple systems and spreadsheets. Collecting, organizing, and then
making sense of the data takes up a majority of our report cycle time. – Certent CDM can direct connect to

multiple data sources within your organization and automate the data flow to one or many reports.
▪

“Trying to automate these reports will be very difficult as the format, reported numbers, charts and graphs change every
period.” – Certent CDM provides an opportunity to standardize the narrative reporting within your

organization which can be automatically rolled over every period.
▪

There are many people involved in contributing, reviewing, and approving these reports. With no ability to work on the
different sections of the reports simultaneously there are many bottlenecks in our workflow and version control issues.
This leaves little time to provide valuable commentary on the data. – Certent CDM is a multi-user solution that

allows for many people to be in the report at the same time, while created a controlled environment
via workflow, notifications, and audit trail of every operation.
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2018 Global Internal Reporting Survey
UNCOVERING GLOBAL TRENDS IN INTERNAL REPORTING
COMPLETE THE SURVEY TO:
• BE A PART OF THE DISCOVERY PROCESS
• GET AN INFOGRAPHIC OF THE RESULTS AND BENCHMARK YOUR
COMPANY’S PROCESSES
• HAVE A CHANCE AT WINNING A NEW APPLE IPAD PRO

https://bit.ly/2KfgDHn

Additional Resources
The Case for Internal Reporting Software

Management Reporting: Let’s Stop
Reinventing the Wheel
Narrative Performance Reporting: The
Story Behind Finance’s Numbers
Visit certent.com for more information.

Thank You.
Kevin Beckberger
VP Disclosure Management Sales

Kevin.Beckberger@certent.com

